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1...NOISE COMPLAINT  KNOLES WAY  082408
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer warned the residents to keep
the noise down and take the party inside.

2...ASSAULT  LARRY HELLER DR.  082408
Stockton PD reported receiving a report of a female subject who claimed she
was sexually assaulted after leaving an event on campus. The victim attended
an event at the Pacific Athletic Club. She stated she had several drinks and got
into an argument with her boyfriend. She left the event and was walking along
the street when two males grabbed her and began to fondle her. A passerby
honked his horn and the two males ran towards Pershing Ave. SPD initiated a
report and is investigating.

3...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  BROOKSIDE & CROWN  082408
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned the driver’s license is suspended.
Driver was arrested, cited and released.

4...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC & KNOLES  082408
Officer and medics responded to a vehicle accident. Officer requested two tow
trucks. Both parties refused medical. Officer initiated a report.

5...CASUALTY  LOT 4  082408
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill person. Subject refused
medical. Officer initiated report.

6...CASUALTY  LAWN (DRAMA BLDG)  082408
Officers and medics responded to a report of an ill female. Subject was
transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

7...THEFT  CASA JACKSON  082408
Officer responded to a report of a stolen wallet. Victim reported it was last seen
in his room. Officer initiated a report.

8...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING & BROOKSIDE  082508
Officers responded to SPD’s aired report of a large fight in the area involving
juveniles. Officers assisted.

9...THEFT  JOHN BALLANTYNE  082608
Victim reported his bicycle stolen from the bike rack. Lock was also taken.
Officer initiated a report.
10...THEFT    CARTER HOUSE    082608
Victim reported his bicycle stolen from the bike rack. Victim reported both locks were also taken. Officer initiated a report.

11...AIDED STOCKTON PD    CALAVERAS LEVEE    082608
SPD requested additional units respond to assist with and fight involving Stagg students on the levee. Officer responded to assist.

12...NOISE COMPLAINT    MC CAFFREY UC's    082708
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer contacted the resident who was warned to keep the noise down. Resident complied.

13...CASUALTY    DRAMA BUILDING    082708
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject who fell off his skateboard onto glass. Subject refused medical. Staff from student housing was notified and subject referred to immediate care for treatment.

14...THEFT    TOWNHOUSES    082708
Victim reported his bicycle stolen from the bike rack. Victim reported both locks were also taken. Officer initiated a report. It was later determined that Physical Plant had removed the bike during the summer on orders from Housing Staff. Public Safety returned the bike back to the owner.

15...THEFT    OFF CAMPUS    082708
Victim reported his Emerti parking permit stolen from his unlocked vehicle. Officer advised and contacted the victim. Victim did not want to file a report.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    MANOR HALL    082708
Officer responded to a report of a burning smell in the building and requested SFD respond. SFD determined the smell was due to food burnt earlier in the day.

17...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    DAVE BRUBECK    082708
Officers responded to a report of a female subject yelling “Help/Police!”. Officers determined the subject was the victim of a battery from a family member. SPD responded and initiated the report.

18...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    PHYSICAL PLANT    082808
Officer responded to a report of a strange smell, possibly marijuana. Officer determined smell was from a small grass fire in the area of Pacific & Fulton.

19...CASUALTY    BAUN FITNESS    082808
Officer and medics responded to a report of an ill male. Subject refused all medical attention.
20...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL          LOT 4          082808
Officer responded to a report of a hit and run accident. Driver parked vehicle in a
different lot and was contacted by officer. Driver was arrested for the violation,
cited and released.

21...THEFT                      GRACE COVELL     082808
Victim reported her locked bicycle was stolen from the bike rack. Officer
responded and initiated a grand theft report.

22...SUSPICIOUS PERSON          PACIFIC HOUSE    082808
Officer responded to a report of a male subject going through the dumpster.
Officer interviewed and revoked the subject.

23...WARRANT ARREST            CALDWELL PARK    082808
Officer conducted a checkout on two male subjects. Officer learned one subject
had an outstanding felony warrant. Subject was arrested and transported to the
county jail.

24...ANIMAL                    BAXTER MALL      082908
Officer responded to a report of a pit bull running loose in the area. Officer
captured the dog and transported to the animal shelter.

25...SUSPICIOUS PERSON          BUAN FITNESS     082908
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male subject in the area who
approached a female. Officer was unable to locate the subject.

26...SUSPICIOUS PERSON          BROOKSIDE FIELD  082908
Officer responded to a report of a male subject yelling unintelligible as he walked
along the tennis courts. Officer made contact and determined the subject has
mental disabilities and is walking his dog.

27...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT        DAVE BRUBECK & PACIFIC 082908
Officers responded to a report of a female subject screaming at the corner.
Officer made contact and assisted with an escort for two juveniles, one with a
mental disability and her mother to an off campus location.

28...UNIVERSITY REG             DELTA UPSILON     082908
Officer witnessed approximately 50-60 people come out of the house. Officer
contacted the resident and party was shut down.

29...AIDED STOCKTON PD         TUXEDO & DWIGHT    082908
Officers and SO responded to assist SPD with a fight in progress. Officers
located an injured victim bleeding from the face. Officers initiated a report.

30...FIELD INTERVIEW            PACIFIC & KNOLES  082908
Officers contacted four subjects across from Pacific House. Subjects were given a warning regarding jaywalking.

31...DUI ARREST TUXEDO AVE 083008
Officer conducted a traffic stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver for DUI and transported to the county jail.

32...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PERSHING & BROOKSIDE 083008
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious person looking through the fence. Officer contacted the subject, interviewed and warned for trespassing.

33...UNIVERSITY REG MC CAFFREY UC's 083008
Staff requested officer assistance shutting down a party. Subjects were all underage and drinking alcohol.